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When photographing people, you can have a great
composition, perfect light,
and the right camera settings, but if your subject
doesn’t look right—if the
pose is oﬀ—the shot will
not be a keeper. Posing is
truly a crucial skill that
photographers need to
have in order to create
great photographs. If
you’re looking to improve
your ability to pose your

subjects—whether they’re
men, women, couples, or
groups—best-selling author and photographer
Lindsay Adler’s The Photographer’s Guide to Posing:
Techniques to Flatter Everyone is the perfect resource for you. In the ﬁrst
half of The Photographer’s
Guide to Posing, Lindsay
discusses how the camera
sees, and thus how camera angle, lens choice,
and perspective all aﬀect
the appearance of your
subject. Lindsay then cov-

ers things that ruin a
pose—such as placement
of the hands, and your
subject’s expression and
posture. Next, Lindsay
dives into “posing essentials,” outlining her approach to start with a
“base pose,” then build
on that to create endless
posing opportunities. She
also discusses posing the
face—with speciﬁc sections dedicated to the
chin, jaw, eyes, and forehead—as well as posing
hands. In the second half
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of the book, Lindsay dedicates entire chapters to
posing speciﬁc subject
matter: women, men, couples, curvy women, families and small groups, and
large groups. In each
chapter, Lindsay addresses that subject matter’s
speciﬁc challenges, provides “go-to poses” you
can always use, and covers how to train the eye to
determine the best pose
for your subject(s). Lindsay also teaches you how
to analyze a pose so that
you can create endless
posing opportunities and
continuously improve
your work.
Photographing Washington covers the most photogenic natural locations—and a few man-made
ones—in Washington, The
Evergreen State. Covering
the entire state, from the
rugged coastline to Puget
Sound and islands in the
Salish Sea, through the
Columbia River Gorge and
over the Cascade Mountains, across the Columbia
Plateau to mountains and
valleys on the eastern border. Come explore coastal
cliﬀs and beaches, lighthouses, wildlife refuges,
gardens, waterfalls, verdant valleys, volcanic
peaks, sagebrush-steppe
desert, the rugged terrain
of the Channeled Scablands and the gently
rolling hills of the Palouse.
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"Those of you who follow
this blog know that Dr.
Richard Zakia, former RIT
professor, is one of my all
time favorite photo gurus.
We send each other pictures. We talk about looking into pictures - and not
just looking at them. Big
diﬀerence.. Dr. Richard Zakia, a.k.a. Dick, is the coauthor, along with David
Page, of Photographic
Composition: A Visual
Guide. These two dudes
are also two of my favorite people."---Rick Sammon's blog "Covers all the
tips needed to help photographers construct their
own unique, outstanding
images and is an outstanding 'must' for any collection."--CA Bookwatch
This is an updated and
newly revised edition of
the classic book The Art of
Photography: An Approach to Personal Expression. Originally published
in 1994 and ﬁrst revised
in 2010, The Art of Photography has sold well over
100,000 copies and has
ﬁrmly established itself as
the most readable, understandable, and complete
textbook on photography.
Featuring nearly 200 beautiful photographs in both
black-and-white and color,
as well as numerous
charts, graphs, and tables, this book presents
the world of photography
to beginner, intermediate,

and advanced photographers who seek to make a
personal
statement
through the medium of
photography. Without talking down to anyone or
talking over anyone's
head, renowned photographer, teacher, and author
Bruce Barnbaum presents
how-to techniques for
both traditional and digital
approaches. In this
newest edition of the
book, Barnbaum has included many new images
and has completely revised the text, with particular focus on two crucial
chapters covering digital
photography: he revised a
chapter covering the digital zone system, and includes a brand-new
chapter on image adjustments using digital tools.
There is also a new
chapter discussing the
concepts of “art versus
technique” and “traditional versus digital” approaches to photography.
Throughout the book,
Barnbaum goes well beyond the technical, as he
delves deeply into the
philosophical, expressive,
and creative aspects of
photography so often
avoided in other books.
Barnbaum is recognized
as one of the world's
ﬁnest landscape and architectural photographers,
and for decades has been
considered one of the
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best instructors in the
ﬁeld of photography. This
latest incarnation of his
textbook—which has
evolved, grown, and been
reﬁned over the past 45
years—will prove to be an
ongoing, invaluable photographic reference for
years to come. It is truly
the resource of choice for
the thinking photographer. Topics include: • Elements of Composition • Visualization • Light and Color • Filters • Black-and-White • The Digital
Zone System • The Zone
System for Film • Printing
and Presentation • Exploding Photographic Myths •
Artistic Integrity • Realism, Abstraction, and Art •
Creativity and Intuition •
A Personal Philosophy •
And much, much more…
The Real Photo Postcard
Guide is an informative,
comprehensive, and practical treatment of this wildly popular American
phenomenon that dominated the United States
photographic market during the ﬁrst third of the
twentieth century. Robert
Bogdan and Todd Weseloh draw on extensive
research and observation
to address all aspects of
the photo postcard from
its history, origin, and cultural signiﬁcance to practical matters like dating,
purchasing, condition, and

preservation. Illustrated
with over 350 exceptional
photo postcards taken
from archives and private
collections across the
country, the scope of the
Real Photo Postcard Guide
spans technical considerations of production, characteristics of superior images, collecting categories, and methods of research for dating photo
postcards and investigating their photographers.
In a broader sense, the authors show how "real photo postcards" document
the social history of America. From family outings
and workplace awards to
lynchings and natural disasters, every image captures a moment of American cultural history from
the society that generated
them. Bogdan and Weseloh’s book provides an admirable integration of informative text and compelling photographic illustrations.
Collectors,
archivists, photographers,
photo historians, social scientists, and anyone interested in the visual documentation of America will
ﬁnd the Real Photo Postcard Guide indispensable.
"This is a collection of photographic knowledge designed to take you beyond
the basics and make you
a better photographer, no
matter what your current
abilities and talents. Here
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are tips and tricks of National Geographic photographers, expertly explained,
with terms deﬁned and examples provided"-It’s the latest and hottest
technique, made possible
only through digital. High
Dynamic Range photography is the process of taking several pictures of a
scene at various exposures, then merging them
into one ﬁle. So the entire
photo can look crisp and
detailed, from highlights
to midtones to shadows--and photographers
needn’t sacriﬁce any part
of their image. And the
best way to master this
exciting technology is
with this thorough, easy-to-follow, and visually
spectacular guide. No
other title does justice to
these cutting-edge techniques, which actually
take the viewer into
worlds far beyond normal
photography--sometimes
even beyond normal human perception. Ferrell
McCollough, a widely respected photographer,
pushes the boundaries
and inspires others to pursue their artistic vision,
too. The amazing results
simply can’t be achieved
any other way.
The night sky may be the
most awe-inspiring spectacle that any of us will ever
see. It can, however, be
diﬃcult to capture in a
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photograph, as it requires
specialized techniques
that are rarely used when
shooting images during
the day.Renowned photographer Grant Collier sheds
light on how to capture these otherworldly images
by sharing secrets he has
learned over the past 14
years. He explains how to
take photos of the Milky
Way, northern lights, meteors, eclipses, lightning,
and much more.Grant begins by reviewing equipment and supplies that
are helpful when photographing at night. He then
discusses many software
programs, web sites, and
mobile apps that will help
you plan your shots. Finally, he oﬀers extensive advice on how to capture
and process images at
night. He goes beyond the
basics and teaches how to
blend multiple exposures
and create huge stitched
images to capture incredibly detailed photos that
you never before thought
possible!The 2nd Edition
has been completely updated and includes 50
new images. The sections
on cameras and lenses
have been rewritten and
now includes tables to
make it easier see all of
the recommended gear.
All of the web links have
been updated, and include many new websites
you can use to plan your
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photos. All information on
post-processing has been
updated for use with Photoshop and Lightroom CC
2020. This includes some
powerful new techniques
for blending multiple exposures taken at night.
There is also new information on Photoshop plug-ins
and other software that is
useful for night photography.
Numerous books on the
market teach photographers how to produce a
technically sound black &
white landscape image.
Others expound tips and
tricks you can use to enhance the artistry of those
images. This book takes a
less-traveled path. Author
Chuck Kimmerle teaches
photographers who’ve
mastered their camera
controls to see the possibilities in every landscape. You’ll learn how to
identify a scene that lends
itself to black & white
(and determine which
scenes just don’t work),
you’ll explore high- and
low-key presentations, the
eﬀects of various lenses,
and how and when to produce straight, graphic, or
interpretive presentations
of your scene. You’ll also
learn how to create
“score-and-performance”
RAW image and postproduction pairings that lead
to pure mastery in every

ﬁnished
photograph.
Armed with the insights in
this book, readers will
learn to see, conceptualize, and create the black
& white landscape images
that always seemed out of
reach.
Pursue your photography
passion. See the world.
Professional photographer
Nick Onken leads you on a
global adventure in this
behind-the-scenes guide
to the new generation of
travel photography. Get
an insider's guide on every step of the journey: >
Break into the travel photography industry > Prepare for a successful trip
> Shoot great pictures on
location > Build your business and brand Photo
Trekking shows you how
to hit the ground running,
shoot from the heart, and
get inspired by your surroundings, wherever your
travels take you.
Shares insights and advice about how to create
stunning nature photographs, including how to
take advantage of current
digital technology.
When a photograph captivates you and stirs your
soul, you know it instinctively. You not only see
the image, you feel it. But
how do you capture shots
like that with your own
camera? How do you
make your photographs
worth the proverbial thou-
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sand words? From portraits to landscapes, still-lifes to documentary
shots, Expressive Photography will not only show
you why certain images
sing, but will also teach
you how to create your
own compelling photographic images-one click
at a time. Visually stunning, and unique in its collaborative approach, this
book brings the spirit of
the immensely popular
Shutter Sisters' blog to
the printed page through
the voice and photography of its founding members.
Creating mouth-watering
food images requires
more than just a love of
food and access to a
kitchen. With the popularity of food blogs and photography how-tos, it’s
tempting to think that anyone can photograph food,
but it’s another thing entirely to shoot for a tight
ad layout with the pressure of your client watching over your shoulder.
Commercial food photographer Teri Campbell has
been called a “lighting
master,” and in this beautifully illustrated book, he
not only shares his detailed lighting set-ups and
shooting techniques for a
wide range of food and
drink shots, but also oﬀers
candid advice on how to

set up a studio, use the
right equipment, market
your work, ﬁnd clients, bid
on assignments, hire food
and prop stylists, and communicate eﬀectively with
everyone on the set.
Campbell shares his expertise on dozens of commercial assignments–from
shooting beignets on location in New Orleans, to creating perfect ice tea
pours, to photographing
beans on real ﬂames in
his studio. Learn how he
creates dynamic compositions, uses studio strobes,
and arranges light
diﬀusers, reﬂectors, ﬁll
cards, and mirrors, to create the perfect capture.
Campbell also discusses
his post-processing techniques in Adobe Camera
Raw and Adobe Photoshop to create images
that are irresistible. This
guide for intermediate
and advanced users provides the insider details to
help you expand your photography skills or turn
your passion for food and
images into a professional
career.
The Photographer's Market Guide to Photo Submission and Portfolio Formats
leads you through the Photography-submission-and-selling maze. Picture this, a guide that
oﬀers advice on submitting your work, tracking
your pictures and selling
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your photos; business basics, such as releases, contracts, image archiving
and invoicing; promotions,
with tips on press releases, tearsheets, networking, phone sales and gimmicks; copyright, and the
nitty-gritty details on protecting your work and
knowing your rights; building a high-impact portfolio, from zippered carriers
to electronic presentations and websites; and
establishing clients, with
advice on approaching ad
agencies, publishers, corporations and galleries.
Sample letters, releases,
packaging and mailing
guidelines, and more
serve as quick references
for your photo-submission
needs.
From the tiniest ladybug
to a towering glacier, from
a horse running in a ﬁeld
to a leaf falling slowly
from a tree, nature subjects oﬀer some of the
greatest challenges and
the greatest rewards to
photographers. In the BetterPhoto
tradition,
hereand's a complete photo course in a book. Hands-on lessons cover every
aspect of digital nature
photography, from buying
the right camera for closeups, landscapes, and
movement, to understanding how the camera
works, to taking great pictures. Author Jim Miotke
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uses straightforward text
and inspiring yet informative photos to show the
best ways to approach nature photography. Everything a beginner or intermediate photographer
needs to know is here, including a buyerand's
guide, full information on
camera features, ﬁle formats and settings, exposure, low-light photography, ﬁlters and white balance, composition and
lens choice, creative
ideas, manipulating, and
printing, along with a glossary and list of useful websites. The Better Photo
Guide to Digital Nature
Photography helps photographers everywhere get
great photos in the great
outdoors.
"A must-have book for all
photographers." --John
Shaw, johnshawphoto.com If you're serious
about digital photography,
you know that taking a
great photo is only the beginning. You want to
share your polished images with the widest possible audience. This means
you need to optimize images for diﬀerent mediums--print, the Web,
slideshows--and draw people to your work. Learn
how to do so with digital-imaging experts Jon
Canﬁeld and Tim Grey.
Combining practical knowhow with inspiring exam-
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ples, they'll teach how
you to take control of your
output. They introduce
the technologies and techniques you need to attain
the best results for any
medium and they reveal
tips for attracting viewers.
By the time you ﬁnish this
book, you'll be able to get
your photographs the attention they deserve.
Product Description: Finally, a textbook for mid-level to senior college students and for graduate
students of Photography
that addresses the demands of senior study. At
this level students must
take more responsibility
for the content and appearance of their work. Until now, there has been no
text to assist this process.
This book will enable such
students to edit and present their work in a professional and thoughtful manner. Additionally, the book
will help students develop
a helpful critical vocabulary for discussing and interpreting images. This
book introduces photographers, print-makers and
other graphic artists to
the creative possibilities
of image editing and presentation. The focus is on
how meaning can be created and shaped if the emphasis is placed on the totality of the visual experience rather than by look-

ing at each image in isolation. In the ﬁrst instance
there is a discussion of a
variety of ways images
can be grouped together.
This act has implications
for how the work should
subsequently be presented. To this end there is a
discussion of various presentation techniques, and
how each diﬀerent forum
can further amplify the desired eﬀect. Finally there
is a hands-on look at a variety of presentation techniques such as artist book
publishing, exhibition design and portfolio construction that will help the
reader to present his or
her work in a professional
manner. By employing the
principles outlined in this
book readers can expect
that the content of their
work will be more coherent and accessible, not only to an audience, but also
more importantly, to themselves.
Ian Adams is perhaps the
best-known landscape
photographer in Ohio, and
in the ﬁrst volume of A
Photographer’s Guide to
Ohio, he shared his knowledge of what to photograph in the Buckeye
State and how to photograph it. Now, in this second volume, Adams expands on his previous
work, adding over 120 natural features, scenic rivers
and byways, zoos and
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public gardens, historic
buildings and murals, and
even winter lighting displays to the list of places
to visit and photograph in
Ohio. In addition to advice
on photographing landscapes, he oﬀers tips for
capturing excellent images of butterﬂies and dragonﬂies. Recognizing the
rapid development of new
technologies, Adams includes pointers on smartphone photography, lighting and composition, digital workﬂow, and sharing
images across a variety of
platforms. The book is illustrated with more than
100 color photographs.
Comprehensive and concise, these two volumes
make up a travel and photography guide to almost
300 of Ohio’s most noteworthy and beautiful outdoor places.
Turn good photos into
great ones with a digital
camera. Photoshop Elements picture-editing software, and these projects,
packed with tips that save
you time and eﬀort. Sort
out common problems
with colour, focus and exposure, then use the software to do anything you
want to your picture. Remove unattractive objects
to improve composition,
blend images together to
create stunning photoart,
and add special eﬀects
that will make your pic-

tures unique. Change your
photos for the better forever.
Renowned Photographer
and Photoshop hall-of-famer, Martin Evening returns with his comprehensive guide to Photoshop.
This acclaimed work covers everything from the
core aspects of working in
Photoshop to advanced
techniques for reﬁned
workﬂows and professional results. Using concise
advice, clear instruction
and real world examples,
this essential guide will
give you the skills, regardless of your experience, to
create professional quality
results. A robust accompanying website features
sample images, tutorial
videos, bonus chapters
and a plethora of extra resources. Quite simply, this
is the essential reference
for photographers of all
levels using Photoshop.
Powerful techniques to
sharpen your photos like a
professional. Includes
FREE access to 1.5-hour
online training video. In
this comprehensive book,
Landscape Photographer
Robin Whalley explains
the tools and techniques
you can use to sharpen
your photography in Lightroom. Every element of
the sharpening and noise
reduction process is covered, from the basics
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through to advanced techniques. Packed with advice and following a nononsense approach, you
will quickly learn an eﬀect
method to sharpening and
noise reduction. A methodology that can dramatically improve the quality of
your images. Nothing is
withheld. Robin explains
clearly and concisely the
practical steps necessary
to: Balance noise reduction and sharpening. Produce a dramatic three-dimensional appearance in
images, using a little-known brush technique.
Assess images to identify
the type and levels of
sharpening required. Apply a simple sharpening
workﬂow around which
Lightroom has been developed. Optimise images for
screen or print output.
Recognise and avoid common
sharpening
problems. This book takes
you far beyond simple
sharpening by numbers.
You will learn how to optimise each image, achieving results comparable
with the professionals. As
well as easy to follow instructions, the book contains three full length examples. The reader can
follow these on their own
computer, using the photo
RAW ﬁles provided. Every
aspect of sharpening and
noise reduction is explained, step by step. At
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the end of the book is a
code giving free access to
a 1.5-hour video course.
The course was developed
by the author, speciﬁcally
to support photographers
with sharpening and noise
reduction in Lightroom.
Learn the professional approach to noise reduction
and sharpening in Lightroom.
For digital camera and
smartphone users, this
easy how-to guide, written by an experienced National Geographic photographer, imparts the essentials of taking great pictures. This entertaining
book from beloved National Geographic photographer and Photo Ark founder Joel Sartore shows aspiring photographers how
to take great pictures,
from framing and F-stops
to editing and archiving.
Whether you're using your
phone or a DSLR camera,
you'll learn the fundamentals of photography--and
how to put them to work
every day. In a series of
short lessons, Sartore explains the basics, from
choosing a camera and
gear to understanding focus, exposure, composition, and lighting. Using
examples from his own
work, he applies the basic
rules of photography to
family, pet, travel, nature,
and street photos, and
how to get a great shot
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with the camera on your
smartphone. Throughout
the book you'll ﬁnd pro
tips, quick assignments,
and the behind-the-camera stories of great photographs; helpful notes clarify how to use every piece
of advice with your smartphone camera. Fun and informative, this practical
book will be your gateway
to taking great pictures.
In bright light, it is easier
to take a beautiful photograph with your DSLR.
When the sun starts to go
down or you are shooting
indoors, a whole new skill
set is needed. This new addition to the successful
Field Guide Series will
help you shoot what potentially could be the
most lovely image without
the help of natural light.
No more harsh ﬂash photographs with dreary backgrounds and no more blurry night shots that were
exposed too long. Opening with a section on the
qualities of diﬀerent kinds
of low light, the book then
deals with ways of overcoming gloomy situations,
whether you are shooting
hand-held or on a tripod.
Post-production ﬁxes are
also covered, allowing you
to turn diﬃcult shots into
real works of art.
Cataloging everything
from historic photographic
processes to the latest advances in digital technolo-

gy, this reference contains nearly 5,000 entries
explaining the terms and
techniques of photography. An ideal sourcebook
for anyone with an interest in photography, entries include words associated with shooting techniques, digital imaging
terms, specialized photographic subgenres, the science of photography, and
notable photographers.
Each entry blends ample
cross-references with detailed explanations to provide both professional photographers and amateur
photo enthusiasts with an
essential resource.
In A Photographer’s Guide
to Ohio Ian Adams, Ohio’s
leading landscape photographer, guides readers to
some of the most photogenic sites in the Buckeye
State. Natural beauty and
historic architecture are
prime subjects for photographers, and in a state
that boasts 3,600 buildings on the National Register of Historic Places and
is home to the world’s
largest Amish communities, the photographic subjects seem endless. With
nearly one hundred color
photographs, Adams demonstrates through his
own work how to capture
the beauty of the seasons
when photographing
Ohio’s covered bridges,
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numerous public gardens,
state parks, and nature
preserves. Each entry includes clear directions, related websites, and historical facts about the area,
as well as Adams’s suggestions for capturing the
best image. Both amateur
and experienced photographers will ﬁnd expert guidance in Adams’s clear instructions on digital photography and will be inspired to create their own
stunning close-ups and
scenic panoramas.
iPhone boasts a powerful
and highly capable camera that is always at the
ready, allowing you to document the people, places,
and things that surround
you. Kat Sloma teaches
you how to harness natural light, both indoors and
out, to create high-quality
images—and then she details some of the amazing,
inexpensive, and powerful
apps that can be used to
ﬁnesse every aspect of
the image—from capture
to output. You’ll learn how
to choose and use apps
that mimic the controls
oﬀered on professional-level cameras to take
control over focus and exposure. You’ll also discover apps that boost your
camera’s resolution, improve stability, and more.
Of course, you’ll also
delve into the myriad
apps on the market that

will allow you to manipulate color and contrast,
add special eﬀects, and
implement image-editing
strategies that were once
the exclusive domain of
professional editing programs aimed at serious
professional photographers and graphic designers.
Demonstrates how to recognize subjects for extraordinary photographs
in everyday places, providing discussions and exercises about light and composition, and oﬀers coverage of DSLRs, compact
digital cameras, and
iPhones.
Why Choose this book: Inside Advantage: Written
for photographers by a
photographer! Martin
shares his expert knowledge to help you combine
photography and Photoshop to develop memorable images Complete
updates: 704 pages of fully updated content plus
30 pages of Photoshop
Shortcuts on the free CDROM Master Photoshop
CS2: More than 300 pages
of information show you
how to make tonal corrections, sharpen images,
use ﬁlters, create montages, simulate darkroom
eﬀects and automate Photoshop Conquer color obstacles: Over 100 pages devoted to explaining the basic principles of color man-
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agement, how to calibrate
your equipment and how
to achieve consistent color and produce perfect
prints Expanded areas:
Provides more detailed examples, diagrams, simple
step-by-step explanations,
improving accessibility for
the advanced beginner
The latest edition to join
Martin Evening's bestselling 'Adobe Photoshop
for Photographers' titles,
gives you completely updated and revised coverage providing a professional photographer's insight
into Photoshop CS2. Inside you'll ﬁnd invaluable
information on Bridge, the
new ﬁle browser that is
set to become a very useful image management
tool for photographers.
Other new developments
covered include the new
Digital Negative (DNG) ﬁle
format, improvements in
Camera Raw ﬁle processing and High Dynamic
Range imaging. Packed
full of all the latest features and instructive information on key elements
from color management
to printing, Martin Evening passes on his famous
techniques and professional experience in this commanding and authoritative resource. * Over 450
professional, color illustrations make this book
stand above the rest *
New interior design and re-
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organised contents make
this book even easier to
use * Master the power of
Photoshop CS2 under the
instruction of an internationally recognised Photoshop expert
The authoritative guide
for photographing nature
in today’s digital world Infused with both a passion
for nature and an abundance of technical expertise, The Complete Guide
to Nature Photography
guides amateur photographers through every stage
of shooting landscapes,
close-ups, and animal portraits in today’s digital
world. Master nature photographer Sean Arbabi
oﬀers insider advice on everything from packing
your gear bag to selecting
sites, staying safe while
working in the ﬁeld, getting a perfect exposure,
composing your images
for maximum impact, and
processing your digital images afterward. Packed
with more than 200 inspiring and instructive images, this complete
course is the only book
you’ll need to capture the
beauty of the world
around you.
Presents a guide to nature
photography, discussing
such topics as lighting, exposure, ﬁlters, digital and
ﬁlm cameras, composition, and macro, panoram-
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ic, aerial, and nighttime
techniques.
Photographers are born
travelers. They'll go any
distance to capture the
right light, beautiful landscapes, wildlife, and people. But exotic locales
aren't necessary for interesting photographs. Wonderful images are hiding
almost everywhere; you
just need to know how to
ﬁnd them. This book will
help you search beyond
the surface to ﬁnd the unexpected wherever you
are, be it a downtown
street, a local park, or
your own front lawn. Thomas HuﬀEncourage beginner photographers to slow
down, open their eyes,
and respond to what they
see to create compelling
images that aren't overworked. Inspiring photo examples from the authors,
taken with DSLRs, compact digital cameras, and
even iPhones, show that it
is the photographer's eye
and creative vision--not
the gear--that make a
beautiful image. Purchase
Your Copy Now!
Foreword by Skip Cohen
Translating the chaos of
the real world into a
breathtakingly simple,
beautiful photograph can
often seem like an impossible task. With busy, cluttered backgrounds and
subjects who don’t know
how to pose, how can you

take control and get a
great shot no matter the
situation? In Picture Perfect Practice, photographer Roberto Valenzuela
breaks down the craft of
photography into three
key elements–locations,
poses, and execution–that
you can use to unlock the
photographic opportunities lying beneath every
challenging situation.
Valenzuela stresses the
need for photographers to
actively practice their
craft every day–just like
you would practice a musical instrument–in order to
master the art of making
great images. With
chapters that oﬀer practice
exercises
to
strengthen your photographic abilities, you’ll
learn how to approach a
scene, break it down, and
see your way to a great
photograph. The Location
section features chapters
that cover symmetry, balance, framing, color elements, textures, and
much more. The Posing
section includes the Five
Key Posing Techniques
that Valenzuela uses every time he’s shooting
people, as well as a complete list of poses and
how to achieve, customize, and perfect them.
The Execution portion,
with sections like “Lighting through Direction”
and “Simplicity through
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Subtraction,” reveals
Valenzuela’s overall approach to getting the
shot. The book also includes an inspiring and
helpful chapter on deliberate practice techniques,
where Valenzuela describes his system for
practicing and analyzing
his work, which leads to
constant improvement as
a photographer. If you’ve
been frustrated and overwhelmed by the challenges of real-world locations, posing your subjects, or executing a great
image–or if you simply
want to become a better
shooter but don’t know
where to start–Picture Perfect Practice gives you the
tools and information you
need to ﬁnally become
the kind of photographer
you’ve always wanted to
be: the kind who can conﬁdently walk into any location, under any lighting
condition, with any subject, and know that you
can create astonishing
photographs that have a
timeless impact.
Lonely Planet: The world's
leading travel guide publisher The best-selling
Lonely Planet's Guide to
Travel Photography is written by internationally
renowned travel photographer Richard I'Anson. He
shares his wealth of experience and knowledge

about travel photography
in this jargon-free guide to
taking better photographs. This new edition
has been thoroughly updated and refreshed with
up-to-the minute advice,
information and instructions on how to take amazing travel photographs using the latest digital cameras. It also includes tips
on how to get great results from smartphones,
DSLR cameras, drones
and GoPro action cameras. The author explains:
How to get started in travel photography What kit is
required - whether you?re
an enthusiastic amateur
photographer or a budding professionals - and
how to use it Types of software and computers needed to process pin-sharp images On-the-ground advice, including photography etiquette, safety and
security Essential advice
and know-how on lighting,
composing and shooting
great images How to
choose the best lense, set
aperture, shutter speeds
and exposure Detailed instructions on taking photographs of moving subjects, portraits of people,
landscapes,
cities,
wildlife, festivals, food
and drink Processing, saving and sharing digital images using various software programs, and even
selling travel images.
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Lonely Planet's Guide to
Travel Photography is the
deﬁnitive handbook for
anybody keen to improve
the photographs they take
on their travel trips and
wow their friends and family at home. It's a long-standing success and will
continue to inspire a new
generation of travellers
with the updated information and tips inside. About
Lonely Planet: Started in
1973, Lonely Planet has
become the world's leading travel guide publisher
with guidebooks to every
destination on the planet,
gift and lifestyle books
and stationery, as well as
an award-winning website, magazines, a suite of
mobile and digital travel
products, and a dedicated
traveller community. Lonely Planet's mission is to enable curious travellers to
experience the world and
to truly get to the heart of
the places they ﬁnd themselves in. TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards
2012, 2013, 2014, and
2015 winner in Favorite
Travel Guide category
'Lonely Planet guides are,
quite simply, like no
other.' ? New York Times
'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's
in every traveller's hands.
It's on mobile phones. It's
on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people
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how to travel the world.' ?
Fairfax Media (Australia)
Important Notice: The digital edition of this book
may not contain all of the
images found in the physical edition.
A practical guide to digital
photography introduces
photographers to the art
of digital imagery through
the lens of craft rather
than technology, discussing exposure, ﬁle formats,
quality settings, digital ﬁlters, manipulating images, and lens choice,
among other issues. Original.
Learn to “see” more compelling images with this
on-the-go ﬁeld guide from
Bryan Peterson! What
makes an image amazing? Believe it or not, it is
not about the content.
What makes a photo compelling is the arrangement
of that content—in other
words, its composition.
The right composition
gives your images impact
and emotion; the wrong
one leaves them ﬂat. In
this handy, take-anywhere guide, renowned
photographer, instructor,
and bestselling author
Bryan Peterson frees amateur photographers from
the prejudices of what is
“beautiful” or “ugly” so
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that they can instead focus on color, line, light,
and pattern. Get the tools
you need to show your
distinct voice and point of
view in every image you
shoot. With this guide in
your camera bag, you’ll
be equipped not only to
“see” beautiful images
but to successfully shoot
them each and every
time. Also available as an
ebook
Photographer, author, and
educator Roberto Valenzuela has a proven track
record for teaching and explaining diﬃcult concepts
to photographers of all
skill levels. His remarkable ability to break down
complicated ideas into understandable, approachable elements that photographers can truly
grasp–and then use their
newfound knowledge to
improve their photography–made his ﬁrst book,
Picture Perfect Practice, a
breakout success. In Picture Perfect Posing, Roberto takes on the art of posing. For many photographers, after learning to
compose an image and
even light it properly, a
portrait can still easily be
a failure if the pose is not
natural, elegant, and serv-

ing the needs of both the
subject and the photographer. Instead of just showing page after page of poses–like most posing books
on the market–Roberto actually breaks down the
concept of posing by examining the anatomy,
starting with the core foundation: the spinal chord
and neck. Building from
there, Roberto discusses
every component of what
makes poses work, as well
as fail. How should the
model hold her hands?
Bend her elbows? Position
her ﬁngers? Should the
model look toward or
away from the camera,
and why? It all depends
on what the photographer
wants for the shot, and
Roberto discusses the entire process, from the intent of the photographer
through the execution of
the pose. For those who
have been discouraged by
an inability to pose their
subjects, or who have simply not known where to
start in order to "ﬁgure it
out," Picture Perfect Posing is the essential resource they need to learn
how posing truly works,
and how they can learn to
direct the exact pose they
need for the shot they
want.
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